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Abstract: The utilization of risk acceptance criteria (RAC) can help a business to judge whether the
risk level concerning any process involved in its working environment is acceptable or not, especially
when the risk has a significant societal impact. Thus, the main intention of this study is to make
known the current state-of-the-art concerning RACs and to propose new interpretations of it by
surveying, for first time, the scientific literature about the RACs associated with the occupational
health and safety (OHS) risk-assessment methodologies (RAA). A second objective of this work
is the attainment of a prediction for the evolution of the quantity of the publications concerning
OHS-RACs, and a third one is the derivation of an algorithm (via a flow-chart) in order to illustrate
the process of the formation of new OHS-RACs. The work consists of two parts, (a) exploring and
presenting methods of developing RACs in OHS; (b) classifying, analyzing, and benchmarking
relevant published scientific articles by surveying the Scopus data base with proper search-hints,
through a time interval of 20 years (January2000–December 2019). The review has defined a plethora
of RAC-papers with reference to OHS, which is a remarkable percentage in comparison with the
other fields aggregated, and this outcome proves that the issue of utilizing RACs is fundamental
for the field of OHS. Additionally, it has been deduced that, day after day, there is an increasing
tendency for the scientific community to develop and use RACs in the field of occupational safety, as
this is evident by their frequent reference to the risk analysis and assessment (RAA) process. Our
specific research methodology has been compatible with the PRISMA protocol. A prediction for
the evolution of the quantity of the OHS-RAC publications is also given by confirming the Poisson
stochastic process. Finally, we propose a generic guideline framework that can contribute to the
establishment of new empirically-generated OHS-RACs.

Keywords: OHS; risk acceptance criteria (RAC); risk assessment; individual risk; cost-benefit analysis;
societal risk; ALARP; environmental risk

1. Introduction
1.1. Basics of Occupational Health and Safety (OHS)

OHS, according to the scientific literature, is one of the most crucial subjects for
firms and for decision makers on behalf of society (e.g., authorities in charge of public
infrastructure management) because it ensures a constant situation with reference to
operation, efficiency, and productivity [1–5]. On the other side, occupational accidents
have a significant impact upon personnel’s integrity, they create increased expenses to the
country’s insurance system, and they demote the society’s sustainability. Additionally,
any occupational accident and/or illness may influence both the firm’s operation and its
total sustainability performance, its employees (with their families as well), and/or their
colleagues. Accordingly, this modulated situation, appreciated primarily by the production-
delays and the lost working-hours, can have an effect on the quality, production, and
reputation of firms [1].
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In consequence, every enterprise should manage and diminish its risks in order to
provide appropriate and sufficient work conditions for all employees. Nonetheless, OHS
has a cost and it is unfeasible for businesses to spend a limitless budget in order to reduce
the risk to a low level or to eliminate it, wherever it is possible. Therefore, a remaining risk
level will always exist and must be eliminated. Under this context, the businesses need
to address the specific question “What is the minimum risk level that ‘can’ (or is allowed
to) remain?” (i.e., what is the residual risk) or rephrase the known question of Fischhoff
et al. [2], “How safe is safe-enough?” [6–8].

Taking into account the meaning of the subsequent terms (i) “danger” as a feature
of processes, which might potentially ‘produce’ harm or damage [3]; (ii) “incident” (or
“accident”) as an unintentional event that either causes (or has the potential to cause)
harmful impacts [4,5]; (iii) “risk” as an effect of uncertainness on objectives [4] or the
chance that something (or someone) will be detrimentally affected by the danger (or the
hazard) [9]. We can consider the term “hazard” as a definite source that has the power
to harm [4] or as any unsafe (hazardous) and insecure condition (a possible source of
undesired events) with high power that causes damage (or harm) [5,10,11].

Risk is commonly expressed by the combination of the consequences of a happening
(or event) and the corresponding likelihood (chance) of occurrence [4]. With no doubt, there
is not perfect safety, as that a “quantity” of risk always residues, i.e., the “residual risk”, in
a process that can be moderately safe, and consequently, relative safety is accomplished by
risk reduction to a tolerable level, called “tolerable risk”. So, the tolerable risk is specified by
the optimal balance relation between the most excellent safety and the demands to be met
by a process/service/product and several other aspects, such as the cost effectiveness and
the user’s profit. The outcome of a risk assessment procedure might be that certain risks
would be considered as “tolerable”. Tolerable risk is appraised by the processes of (i) “risk
assessment”, analyzed into the subprocesses of “risk analysis,” (ii) “risk evaluation,” and
(iii) “risk reduction”, and additionally, “risk management” could be considered as the
entire methodology that incorporates “qualitative/quantitative” methodologies and can
be separated into three particular phases. Initially, it is significant to the risk calculation
to apply the risk analysis process (including systems’ determination, hazards calculation,
and the risk estimation and evaluation); these last two steps are covered by the term risk
assessment. The last step is constituted by proper measures taken in order to control or
reduce the risk [5,12–16]. In Figure 1, we present a flow-chart for the risk-management
(RM) process.

Taking into consideration the work of Lee (2006) [16], we realize that risk is always
present and can be amplified, downgraded, spread, but rarely eliminated. We epitomize
the risk-management key principles as follows. (i) There is a broad region (called the
acceptable region) where the risk level is insignificant (or low), and no supplementary
risk-reduction measures are needed. (ii) There is an existing level of risk that is intolerable
(or undesirable), which means the risk falls within the “unacceptable region”, where risk
reduction measures are vital. (iii) Lower than this threshold, risks can be tolerated, but not
accepted. (iv) The unacceptable risk should be reduced (and/or avoided) independently of
the benefits. (v) Moreover, there is a middle band of risk, known as the ALARP (i.e., as low
as reasonably practicable) area, where risk-reduction measures are essential, but they might
not be implemented whenever the financial charge (cost) is disproportionate in comparison
with the achieved benefit. In other words, if the risk-level falls within the ALARP area the
financial charge may possibly be taken into account. Over a certain point, investments in
risk reduction may be an ineffective use of resources. Recognizing that the elimination
of all risks is unfeasible, several firms prefer to use the term tolerable residual-risks, with
the result that the terminology has changed. The notions of “risk tolerance” and/or “risk
tolerability” are preferred instead of “risk acceptance” [5]. Figure 2 can give the graphical
support for the comprehension of the risk-tolerability framework.
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Public interest with reference to RAA has been extended through the preceding
decades in such a way that risk analysis constitutes a capable process effecting the entire
management of almost all phases of our life, and, on the other hand, all managers utilize
RAA methods in the process of decision-making [17].

To continue, RAA process constitutes a considerable means for the OHS strategy of
any business by estimating the accident consequences, the occurrence frequency, and the
impact of human activities. Above and beyond, the widespread adjustments of RAA by
many decision-making rules have produced a significant growth of methodology, theory,
and practical tools, while an occupational health and safety management system (OHSMS)
provides a frame for the proper management of OHS risk [5]. According to Faber et al.
(2015) [18], it is noteworthy that the current life safety risk regulations are subject to a
number of inconsistencies originating from different sources, among them the lack of a
unified definition of risk metrics.

The risk assessment process is constituted by the following subphases, (i) hazards’
identification, (ii) decision, about the way and the persons that may be injured (who/how/
where), (iii) risk evaluation and safety-measures’ decision, (iv) important findings’ record-
ing, and (v) RAA’s review and/or update (if it is essential) [19,20]. The variety of RAA
techniques is such that there are numerous techniques for any enterprises categorized
into three classes as “quantitative (QT)”, “qualitative (QL),” and “hybrid (HB)” [5,21].
The choice among these three classes has become of major significance, as a variety of
applications arise from it, and, on the other hand, RAA outcomes vary in association with
the type of techniques selected [10,20].
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Businesses must constantly make risk decisions in order to decide whether a particular
level of risk is sufficiently low or whether certain risk reduction measures must be applied
to be acceptable. In this respect, RAA can be a basis for rational risk decision-making,
allowing risk assessment and rating to be acceptable or unacceptable. Moreover, the basic
rationale is that the “risk criteria” are used to support risk decisions if the risk connected
with an activity or a project is low enough, but on the other side, the crucial question is
“When the risk is low-enough, is it also good-enough?”.

1.2. Objectives and Structure of the Article

The main aim of this study is to make known the current state-of-the-art concerning
RACs and propose new interpretations of it by examining and surveying, for the first time,
the scientific literature about RACs associated with security and safety risk assessment
methodologies concerning occupational health. More particularly, the article is aimed
to show the state-of the-art OHS-RACs by reviewing the scientific literature covering a
period of 20 years (January 2000–December 2019), through the collection and analysis
of scientific articles referring to the development and utilization of RACs pertaining to
RAA in workplaces. The purpose of the analysis of scientific articles is achieved by the
identification of various types, features, and models developed for RACs, by which a
company can judge whether the risk level is (or is not) acceptable, especially when the
societal/social risk is high.

A second intention of this study is the attainment of a prediction for the evolution of
the quantity of the publications concerning OHS-RACs, which is accomplished by applying
the Poisson stochastic model.

Finally, a third target of the article is the derivation of an algorithm (via a flow-chart)
in order to illustrate the process of the formation of new OHS-RACs.

The article consists of two parts, (a) examination and presentation of RAC develop-
ment methods and (b) classification, analysis, and benchmarking of relevant published
scientific articles by searching the Scopus database with appropriate indications up to a
period of 20 years. The use of risk acceptance criteria can help the undertaking assess
whether the level of risk related to any process involved in her work environment is accept-
able or not, especially if the risk has a significant societal impact. In addition, through this
study, several significant questions (SQ) are being addressed with reference to participants,
interventions, comparisons, outcomes, and study design (PICOS), and on the other side, the
accurate answers (ANS) to the specific SQs are derived in the discussion. More specifically,
the paper is structured by the ensuing sections, including (i) introduction, (ii) theoretical
background and overview for RACs, (iii) research methodology, (iv) results, (v) discussion,
and (vi) conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods—Theory’s Background
2.1. Risk Acceptance Criteria (RAC)

There is not any industrial activity completely without risk, and as a consequence,
many enterprises all over the world take measures to reduce OHS risk down to acceptable
levels. In accordance with the terminology of ISO-Guide 73:2009 [4], the term “risk criteria”
is used for making the final decision and means the reference level against which the
importance of a risk is evaluated. Furthermore, the “risk criteria” or “risk acceptance
criteria” (RACs), are based on internal and external context and on organizational objectives,
and they might be derived from laws, policies, standards, and other requirements, whereas
the term RAC constitutes the decision to “take” a particular risk [4].

In particular, RACs represent limits/thresholds for deciding whether a risk is accept-
able. Mainly, subsequent to risk-computing, it has to be decided whether these risks are
acceptable or not, and so the RACs are used. We believe that RACs support RAA rather
than imposing a deterministic decision [22]. Figure 1 depicts the flowchart of the risk
management process, with regards to OHS guidelines of ISO-IEC (1999, 2009) [4,5,14],
where the risk-acceptance criteria has been incorporated in the subphase of risk evaluation.
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Taking into consideration this context, the safety level to be ensured by firms may
depend on the criteria they use. It seems evident that the safety level associated with a
specific technical facility or process will depend on the RAC imposed. It is also evident that
inappropriate criteria should generally not be used. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate
appropriate RACs into the risk assessment process, avoiding the usage of inappropriate
criteria. Thus, the RACs can take various forms (for instance, collective/societal and
individual risks, risk contours, lost life-years, fatal accident rates (FAR), F-N curves, the
ALARP principle, etc.) [22].

The most common and flexible framework used for risk criteria divides risks into the
above referred three bands of “unacceptable region”, “ALARP region,” and the “acceptable
region” [23,24], and is exposed in Figure 2.

RACs are designed to discriminate the non-acceptable and acceptable risks. However,
the final decision of what is “acceptable” (or “non-acceptable”) could be based on miscella-
neous principles, and three significant rules to motivate RACs are (i) equity, (ii) utility, and
(iii) technology. The “equity” principle means that a stable boundary is defined for risks,
independently from the circumstances and/or the situation. The second principle asso-
ciates the risk with its benefits, while the third one compares the system’s risks with (a) the
risks of a reference-system or (b) the average risk of equivalent systems (for example, the
risk of dying in an airplane of a certain airline is higher than the risk of another airline). In
handy approaches, these rules are regularly combined by establishing limits (according to
“equity”-principle) for different groups of employees (according to “utility”-principle) [22].
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2.2. Individual and Societal Risk

Risk is classified in line with its different characteristics in the following main cate-
gories [22]:

• individual or societal (collective/group) risks;
• localized or non-localized risks;
• natural, man-made, technical, natural-technical, artificial, health, and social risks;
• periodic or non-periodic risks;
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• voluntary or unintentional risks;
• risks per time-distance (or per life cycle) and risks per event (conditional risks);
• objective or subjective risks;
• risks based on semi-quantitative or quantitative risk estimates;
• risks based on statistical and historical data or risk based on models;
• risks on demand against continuous (or constant) risks.

The two most frequently used risk types (or aspects of risks) are individual (IR) and
social (or societal) (SR), i.e., collective/group risk, from the social point of view. Authorities
do not, as a rule, allow severe consequences, even with small likelihoods. Hence, the S-R
type could be used to identify tolerable RACs for diverse activities. More specifically, I-R
(and correspondingly SR) measures consider the risk to someone (to populations) who
(which) might be inside the area of incidents’ effect-zones [15].

Individual risk (IR) is defined as the risk to a specific individual in the “neighbor-
hood” of a hazard, or in other words, the annual risk of death or serious injury to which
specific individuals are exposed. This involves the nature of the harm to an individual,
the probability of the harm occurring, and the time interval throughout which the injury
may happen. In a building, the I-R differentiates in accordance with the place of the
individual and its actions. At a chemical plant, the I-R level is lesser for somebody working
in their office, a number of hundred meters distant from the establishment, than for the
employees working in the production section. Hence, I-R is regularly expressed by the
chance of injury (per yr) [15,25]. Besides, I-R is valuable for managing and appreciating
risk in a place where individuals could be present. It is handy for the risk comprehension
regarding anybody, relying on the information of their geographical position. In addition,
I-R evaluation measures could be tabular format, individual numbers, and/or a variety of
graphs, and on the other hand, I-R might be calculated either for the firm’s employees or
for members of the general public [26].

Several major incidents “contain” the potential to influence a noteworthy number of
individuals (e.g., in cases of fire or hazardous chemical-substance leakages). The calculation
of S-R needs similar information as in the case of I-R computation. More specifically, the I-R
calculation needs details of the existence of a person within the danger zones (effect zones),
while the assessment of I-R requires the determination of the numeral (or quantity) of
exposed people within the danger zones. This specification may include several parameters,
for instance, the numeral and geographical distribution of the persons, the category of
population (e.g., housing, industrial, scholar, etc.), the chance of citizens being present,
etc. [27].

Societal risk (SR) is defined as the collective (or cumulative) risk for parties of people
who may be influenced by hazardous events. More specifically, S-R measures the likelihood
of impact on a group of persons within the impact-zone of an event (or series of events).
Accordingly, estimates of S-R include an event-scale measure of the quantity of persons af-
fected. Various S-R assessments have been intended to reflect the remark that societies tend
to be more worried about the risk regarding major accidents (multiple deaths) than minor
accidents (less fatal) and can give greater importance to major accidents [15,22,25–27].

It is worth mentioning that “societal risk” is frequently utilized when the exposed
persons are citizens (i.e., members of the general public).On the other hand, the term
“group risk” is regularly used in such cases that the employees are isolated, and the citizens
are improbable to be influenced [28]. In this article, the designated “societal risk” is utilized
to comprise both the general public and the employee’s risk.

2.3. Metrics of Individual Risk (IR)

The I-R assessment measures that are commonly used include [25–27]:

• Individual Risk Contours (IRC): Indicate the geographical spreading out (or distribu-
tion) of IR. Risk contours are calculated from the expected frequency of an event that
can cause the specified level of impact at a specified position, irrespective of whether
there is (or there is not) any person there to suffer this damage. Thus, contingency
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maps are created by computing the I-R at each geographical position, assuming any-
one is present and unprotected along with subjected to risk at 100% of the time (i.e.,
the annual exposure is of 8760 h per year). The I-R at any point is expressed by the
subsequent relations:

IRx,y =
n

∑
i=1

IRx,y,i (1)

IRx,y,i = fi · p f ,i (2)

where IRx,y is the entire I-R of fatality at geographical position (x,y) (that means the
likelihood of fatality per yr); IRx,y,i is the I-R of fatality at geographical position (x,y) from
incident outcome case i (that means the likelihood of fatality/yr); n is the whole number of
incident outcome cases used through the analysis; fi is the frequency of incident outcome
case i, (per yr); p f ,i is the likelihood that incident outcome case i will give rise to a fatality
at position (x,y).
• IR profile (or risk transect): A diagram presenting the I-R as a function of the distance

from the risk’s source in a specific direction.
• Maximum I-R (MIR): Indicates the maximum value of I-R at any geographical po-

sition. It expresses the risk for a person subjected to the greatest risk in an exposed
group of people. For example, this person might be the operator working in the
production unit under consideration (unit of measurement: annual incidence of fatalities).

• Average I-R (AIR): Expresses the average value of the entire I-R estimations over a
specific population. This risk assessment measure is useful only if the risk is relatively
uniformly distributed, and it is given by the equation:

IRAV =

∑
x,y

IRx,y · Px,y

∑
x,y

Px,y
(3)

where IRAV is the average I-R in the exposed people (that means the likelihood of fatal-
ity/yr); Px,y is the number of people at the position (x, y) (Unit of measurement: annual
incidence of fatalities or units of probability of fatalities/yr).
• Fatal Accident Rate (FAR): Is regularly utilized as a measure of employee’s risk in

an exposed group of people, and it is calculated from the average individual risk
(IRAV). In other words, it is the estimated number of deaths that occur during an
activity per 108 hrs of exposure to this activity; it is approximately equivalent with the
cumulative number of working hrs per 1000 employees. For the calculation of FAR, we
multiply the average individual risk by the coefficient of 108/(24 × 365) = 1.14 × 104.
Hence, FAR is calculated from the following equation, by using the IRAV risk for the
employee population:

FAR = (1.14× 104) · IRAV (for the employee population) (4)

(Unit of measurement: fatalities per 108 man-hours of exposure).
• Individual Risk Per Annum (IRPA): Is expressed by the frequency or probability that

a person will be killed through a year of exposure. I-R can be calculated either for
employees or members of the general public (unit of measurement: annual incidence
of fatalities).

2.4. Metrics of Societal Risk (SR)

Through SR, we calculate the risk to the public (or a population), and more explicitly,
we evaluate the potential size and the chance of incidents with multiple undesirable results.
Besides, the S-R metrics are significant for managing the risk of a situation that presents a
considerable potential of causing accidents that affect more than one individual [25–27].

S-R evaluation actions could be declared by individual and (or) tabular format num-
bers or by various graphs. For instance, the most widespread graphical illustration is the
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“frequency number” chart (known as F-N curve), in which for a particular incident, the
incident’s frequency is plotted against the fatalities’ number. In other words, the F-N chart
depicts the exceedance-curve (in terms of the event’s occurrence-likelihood) versus the
event’s consequences (in terms of deaths’ numeral) [15,27].

• F-N Curves: An ordinary measure of S-R is the F-N chart (i.e., “frequency number”
chart), wherein the first action in creating an F-N Curve, with reference to a specific
problem, is the calculation of the fatalities’ numeral (resulted from a particular accident
case), given by the next relation:

Ni = ∑
x,y

Px,y p f ,i (5)

where Ni is the fatalities’ numeral concerning an incident (or accident) outcome case i; p f ,i
is the likelihood that an incident (or accident) outcome case i will give rise to a fatality at a
position of (x, y); Px,y is the amount of population at a position of (x, y). We then calculate
the cumulative frequency of all incidents that gave N (or more casualties), in order to
illustrate and draw the F-N curve, as follows:

FN = ∑
i

Fi (for every incident outcome case i, that fulfills the equation Ni ≥ N) (6)

where: FN is the frequency of the entire accident outcome cases influencing N or more
inhabitants (per yr); Fi is the frequency of the event outcome case i (per yr).

In other words, every F-N curve depicts the cumulative frequency (F) of incidences
(or repercussions) being worse than a specific estimation or value (N) on the horizontal
axis. More specifically, the curve of the F-N chart is the graphical illustration of the multi-
event/accident frequency distribution, wherein F is the cumulative frequency of the entire
events causing N or more casualties (given by the numeral of deaths). F-N curves are
usually presented by a “logarithmic”–“logarithmic” scale, taking into account that the
frequency and the number of deaths regularly vary in size ranges [15,27].

Figure 3 presents an example of societal risk (adapted from the work of Marhavilas
and Koulouriotis, 2012) [29] by illustrating, on the one hand, a F-N chart (through a double-
logarithmic coordinating system), and on the other side, “criteria” lines or RAClines (where
“NL” depicts the “negligible line” and “IL” the “intolerable line”). The S-R for a specific
system is acceptable when the F-N line is below the RAC line “NL” for the entire N. When
the F-N line is placed between RAC lines “NL” and “IL”, then the ALARP principle (that
means “as low as reasonably practicable”), or in other words the ALARA principle (that
means “as low as reasonably achievable”), must be applied in order to identify specific
ways for achieving a noteworthy risk reduction. When, for every N, the F-N line is higher
than the upper RAC line “IL”, the risk is characterized as “intolerable”, and the system has
to be modified in order to achieve a considerable risk reduction [25].

According to Kroon and Maes (2008) [30], the definition of an F-N acceptance criterion
should be generally consistent with the expected number of fatalities E(N) associated with
the system and the reference period considered, i.e., the area under the F-N acceptance line.
If this circumstance is not considered, the result may be irrational decision-making.
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• The average “Rate of Death” (ROD): Is the appreciated average amount of casual-
ties in the residents from the entire potential incidents, and it is expressed by the
following relation:

ROD =
n

∑
i=1

fi · Ni (7)

where Ni is the number of casualties coming from the accident (or incident) outcome case i;
fi is the frequency of accident (or incident) outcome case i (per yr); (unit of measurement:
fatalities per year).
• Risk Integral (RI): It has been proposed by the UK HSE as a means of calculating

social risk. The risk integral can be calculated from the data used to construct an F-N
diagram. However, the advantage reported by HSE is that the RI can be estimated by
an assumed F-N curve scheme and information on a proposed worst-case scenario for
the installation under consideration (i.e., scenario with higher number of fatalities). It
is expressed by the following equation:

RI =
∫

FN NdN (8)

taking into consideration that FN is the frequency of the entire accident (or incident)
outcome cases influencing N or more citizens (per yr); N is the number of casualties (or
fatalities) (unit of measurement: fatalities per year).
• Aggregate Risk Index (ARI): It gives the average rate of fatalities as evaluated for

the individuals in a factory building. It coincides with ROD, but it differs in that it
focuses our interest on a specific group of the population. ARI is calculated from the
following equation:

ARI =
n

∑
i=1

fi · p f ,i · Px,y (9)

where p f ,i is the chance that the accident (or incident) outcome case i will result in a casualty
at the position of (x, y); fi is the frequency of the accident (or incident) outcome case i (per
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yr); Px,y is the entire amount of individuals exposed to risk at a position of (x, y) (unit of
measurement: fatalities per yr).
• The Equivalent Social-Cost Index (ESC): It measures the S-R by identifying the

aversion of society to accidents with a large number of deaths. The assessment’s way
is equivalent with the one of the ROD, except that the number of casualties is increased
by a power-factor of k in order to express the contribution of important incidents to
ESC. Besides, it is given by the subsequent relation:

ESC =
n

∑
i=1

fi · N
p
i (10)

where fi is the frequency of the accident (or incident) outcome case i (per year); Ni is the
number of fatalities resulting from the accident (or incident) outcome case i; p is the risk
aversion power factor (p > 1)(the units of ESC are not meaningful).
• The Potential Loss of Life (PLL): It expresses the anticipated number of deaths (per

yr) referring to a given population, and it is given by the next relation:

PLL = n · IRPAa (11)

where n is the total amount of individuals exposed to a specified risk at the workplace of
“a” (unit of measurement: fatalities per year).

2.5. RAC Types

It is worth noting that the next terms referring to RACs, i.e., “acceptable”, “unaccept-
able”, “ALARP”, “ALARA”, etc., are very broad and allow the RACs to vary in type/form.
For any metric that could be utilized for describing a risk, there are various corresponding
RACs. The most common types of RACs are the following [27,31–33]:

• Individual-Risk form RACs (I-R RAC): It specifies the acceptable risk level of the
health and life of an individual. An example of I-R RACs is demonstrated in Figure 2
by using the following criterion values (or limits): Upper Criterion = 10−3 per year,
Lower Criterion = 10−6 per year [31–33]

• Societal-Risk form RACs (S-R RAC): It defines the acceptable risk level regarding the
fatalities to all exposed people, by using frequency–fatality curves (e.g., F-N curves),
such the ones illustrated in Figure 3. An ordinary form of S-R RACs is achieved, as
already referred to above, by the illustration of specific curves put on F-N charts,
which define the “tolerable” and “intolerable” area. Mathematically, the relation for
applying an F-N RAC might be presented [5,31,34–36] as follows:

F = r · N−a (12)

given that F is the cumulative frequency (per yr) of N or more casualties; N is the number
of casualties (fatalities); a is the aversion coefficient (typically between 1.0 and 2.0); r is
a constant.

The inclination of the S-R RAC is equivalent to−a and constitutes the level of aversion
to multi-fatality situations incorporated within the specific criterion. Whenever the F-N
line inclination is equal to −1.0, the RAC is characterized by the term of “accident size
neutral” or “risk neutral”. An RAC for which the line’s inclination is lower than −1.0, i.e.,
more negative, is characterized as more averse. To continue, the RACs reflect a higher
concern for events resulting in a higher number of casualties [5,29,31,34–36].

In addition, it seems important to stress that the constant r generally depends on
the size of the reference system. In this context, it is preferable to start from a societal
risk criterion defined on a national scale, taking all hazardous systems and activities into
consideration. In other words, the constant r should reflect national safety policy. The
risk criteria for specific activities or locations should be established relative to this global
criterion. For the F-N criteria, this can be achieved by determining the percentage of
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constant r applicable to the activity or location being considered. As far as the constant r is
concerned, the reader may refer to the publications of Vrouwenvelder et al. (2001), Vrijling
et al. (2005), and Tanner and Hingorani (2015) [37–39].

• Cost-benefit RACs (C-B RAC): Define the allowable cost of risk-decrease actions in a
cost-benefit analysis (CBA). Although, C-B RACs do not estimate the impact of risks
straightforwardly, and consequently they do not constitute strict RACs at all. On
the other side, they assess the necessity for risk decrease and are strongly associated
with RACs [27]. In other words, C-B RACs define a point wherein the profits of a
risk-decrease action compensate their costs, implementing the PRAC of protection’s
optimization. One of the most significant topics in a cost-benefit analysis of safety
measures is the cost designated to decrease fatality risks, where the vital factor is the
VPF one, i.e., the value of preventing a fatality [33]. Numerous types of C-B RACs are
in use, such as the following:

(i) The Cost of Averting a Fatality (CAF), which is the cost of an action divided
by the expected amount of deaths averted. A specific action (or measure) is
regularly recommended when its CAF is less than VPF, and so the VPF can
be considered as a type of C-B RAC [33]. Thus, CAF could be expressed by
the relation:

CAFRCO =
∆CostsRCO
∆RiskRCO

(13)

where RCO is the risk control option; ∆CostsRCO is the cost of taking a risk mitigation
measure; ∆RiskRCO is the fatality-risk decrease/reduction owing to RCO implementation.
(ii) The Net-Present Value (NPV), which is the difference between the reduced prof-

its and the reduced costs of an action, and a measure is regularly recommended
when its NPV is positive.

(iii) The “cost per quality-adjusted life-year” (Cost per QALY), which is the cost
of an action divided by the saved life-years, standardized to corresponding
years of healthy-life. This C-B RAC is comparable to VPF but makes reference
to health risks.

(iv) The “benefit-cost-ratio” (BCR), which expresses the reduced benefits of an
action divided by the reduced costs, and wherein a measure is generally recom-
mended in case its BCR is greater than 1.0.

(v) The “life quality index” (LQI) “L” is a compound societal indicator and is
determined by a function of the GDP indicator “g” (i.e., the gross domestic
product per person and per year), and the one of life expectancy at birth, “e”,
according to the equation of L = gw · e(1−w), where w is the proportion of life
spent in economic activity [40]. LQI is a cost/efficiency based RAC, and it is
very appropriate for assessment of OHS related risks. It also may be used when
risks are neither judged to be negligible nor intolerable, but on the other hand,
they are going to be reduced to the ALARP level. The use of the LQI indicator,
for establishing thresholds for acceptable life safety risks on the background
of socio-economic influences (e.g., as a constraint to economic-optimization
principles), has been increasingly important in the last years [41–45].

• Qualitative RACs (QRAC): Define the circumstances according to which a risk is
acceptable in a qualitative way. These could involve safety management controls, fol-
lowing standards and/or codes, conditions along with which risk decrease measures
are necessary, etc. The type of QRACs is quite wide and theoretically may involve the
entire safety requirements. So, the term “qualitative risk criteria” is utilized in this
article to recognize that qualitative rationale is an applicable form of decision-making
on safety aspects.

• Environmental RACs (ENV-RAC): Additionally, to satisfying requirements concern-
ing I-R and S-R to a population, a variety of activities that introduce further risks
to the environment, must take into consideration RACs for environmental risk. So,
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any harm to the environment could be expressed at various levels such as habitat
level, population level, organism level, or entire-ecosystem level, with the result being
that numerous environmental components could be harmed. Environmental RAA
is associated with assessments of damage concerning the plant’s, the animal’s, and
the ecosystem’s integrity in the frame of previously agreed RACs. Nonetheless, due
to common sense, environmental RAA for the whole ecosystem is usually not exe-
cuted, and the risk is rather evaluated for susceptible single components within the
environment [46].

• Risk-Matrix form of RACs (RM RAC): It evaluates and illustrates the previous re-
ferred risk-regions by a matrix of accidents’ occurrence frequency (or likelihood)
versus severity (or consequence). Thus, Figure 4 depicts a case of such an RM table.
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2.6. Principles for RACs (PRAC)

Various principles could be used for creating proper levels (or values) when devel-
oping RACs in decision-making concerning regulation [46]. The majority of RACs has
been developed through a procedure of proficient judgment and political conciliation [33].
Hence, it is valuable to examine the basic principles that might be utilized to grow and
implement RACs.

The subsequent PRACs have been recommended in various firms, but they are pre-
sented here properly for any action that includes RACs [33]:

• Justification of activity: This PRAC takes into consideration that the activity’s risks
ought to be acceptable completely by its profits for the society.

• Optimization of protection: This PRAC keeps in mind that the risks must be mini-
mized by proper safety measures, considering their benefits and costs, and the estab-
lished good practice as well.

• Justness: This PRAC bears in mind that the risks must not be unjustifiably intended
on specific individuals and/or communities.

• Catastrophes’ aversion: This PRAC considers that the risks of significant accidents
(relating to manifold-fatalities, extensive and/or high-cost impacts) ought to be a little
magnitude of the aggregate.

• Proportionality: This PRAC takes into consideration that the details in the RAA must
be in proportion to the level of risk, and, on the other side, negligible risks ought to be
expected from thorough assessment.

• Continuous improvement: This PRAC keeps in mind that the total risks must not be
increased, but on the other side, as a general rule, they must be reduced.

In accompaniment to the variety of principles that setup estimates for the risk levels
and the cost, other PRACs such as “accountability” and “holistic” could be utilized for
implementing RACs [46], such as the following:

• Absolute probabilistic RACs: This PRAC does not take into consideration the cost
of accomplishing the resultant risk level. Consequently, the risk level is absolutely
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elaborated, and the RACs are implemented as a highest risk-level that must not be
surpassed, without taking into account the cost and profit related to it. For instance,
such a RAC associated with this PRAC might be “the fatalities’ frequency will not
overdraw the value of 10−6 per person-yr”.

• The principle of equivalency: A common PRAC used for developing RACs of a
system (or an activity) is composed by the (i) comparison with identified risk levels
for analogous systems (or activities) that are extensively tolerable and (ii) requirement
that a comparable risk level is acquired. A diversity of notable risk levels could be
utilized as a base for the comparison. Otherwise, someone could use the comparison
historical (or statistical) risk data, and if the risk level has been assumed to be tolerable,
someone could necessitate that future risk-levels will be comparable with those of
the past.

• Comparison with acknowledged hazards: This PRAC is similar with the PRAC of
the previous paragraph and dictates the comparison with acknowledged risk levels
embedded in regular human activities. Two characteristic examples that are worth
mentioning are the following. (i) A human life is expected to be equal with ~102 yrs,
and consequently, this statistically denotes an intrinsic background risk to human
life equal to ~10−2/yr for the entire people. Taking into consideration that this is
the total risk to life, someone can use this estimation as a starting point in order to
develop RACs for determined areas. (ii) The yearly rate of death (i.e., fatality rate)
due to any reason in the period of life, when this is at its lowest age (4–15 years old)
was estimated to be of ~10−3 in OECD countries a few years ago. This estimation is
utilized by several regulators as an intolerable limit (IL) for OHS risk, showing that
OHS risk does not add great quantities of risk to people. In relation to the principles for
establishing RACs based on “acknowledged hazards”, we could refer to the articles
by Tanner and Hingorani (2015) [39], Hingorani et al. (2019) [47], Hingorani and
Tanner (2020) [48], who inferred acceptance criteria for the design and assessment of
structures based on implicitly acceptable risks to persons associated with structures
that comply with current best practices.

• The ALARP PRAC: According to this PRAC, the risk management is executed in such
a way to achieve the “as low as reasonably practicable” (ALARP) aim. Thus, the risk
levels and the cost regarding the risk moderation are considered, and subsequently,
every risk-mitigation measure ought to be implemented given that the implementation
cost is within the ALARP area, consistent with cost effectiveness considerations.

• Principle of voluntary risk reduction measures: This PRAC is supported by the
theory that resources are mainly powerfully spent on safety aspects when they are
spread to the society (to people and/or organizations), rather than when spent on
the implementation of compulsory safety interventions. This guesswork is based on
the recognition that the safety level is greater in economically developed countries,
wherein resources are available to the community for willing expenses on safety, than
in developing countries.

• The principle of accountability: This PRAC entails demands for a clear process of
risk managing, affecting the people and works as the basis of a professional ethic
for the risk management of a population. It also denotes clearly designated RACs
that could be utilized in decision making. Moreover, these RACs must be (i) ex-
pressed in a quantitative form rather than in a qualitative one and (ii) based on
objective assessments.

• The holistic principle: This PRAC implies a holistic examination of every part of
risks, where decisions concerning OHS on behalf of the public should be involved
via the whole spectrum of jeopardy to OHS of the community. Thus, the anticipated
risk-mitigation measures can be accurately assessed, and the RACs for tolerable risk
can be appropriately implemented only whenever the whole risk to the public is
correctly evaluated.
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• RACs based on the combination of singular principles: This PRAC dictates a dif-
ferent way of developing RACs utilized in decision-making, and it is based on the
combination of various principles outlined above. For instance, in maritime safety
arrangements, the combination of a fully probabilistic RAC is utilized jointly with
the ALARP-PRAC. An ordinary process is to settle on a precise value (PV#1) for the
highest tolerable risk, which must not be surpassed except for the costs of keeping the
risk to a value below it. Besides, a second precise value (PV#2) known as negligible,
could be determined, which (i) characterizes the risk levels that are lower than PV#2,
and (ii) denotes that no compulsory risk-mitigation measures are essential for risks
below PV#2. In addition, it is essential that risk levels between PV#1 and PV#2 are
kept “as low as reasonable practicable” according to a cost-effectiveness viewpoint
and the ALARP-PRAC. An alternative method for deciding if a system is tolerable
or not could be achieved by utilizing empirically derived RACs developed by the
industrial good practices. This way is achieved by the F-N chart of Figure 5, wherein
two absolute criteria (indicated by the dotted lines) are jointly utilized for determining
the intolerable and ALARP societal risks. More specifically, this figure illustrates the
F-N diagram (C1-curve) combined with the “mathematical” RAC (C2-line) and the
“empirical” one (C3-line) regarding the societal risk of the most significant hazard
sources in the energy-production industry of PPC SA (Public Power Corporation of
Greece), concerning the period of years 1993–2009. The graph has been adapted from
(and improved by) the work of Marhavilas and Koulouriotis (2012) [29].
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with an F-N curve in order to define the intolerable and the ALARP risk region in the OHSRA system
of an energy-production industry (adapted from the work of Marhavilas and Koulouriotis, 2012) [29].

2.7. Established Quantitatave RACs

Apart from of the principles used for developing RACs, plain and quantitative RACs
are desired for making sensible decisions concerning RAA and risk management. RACs,
as a rule, put the risk in one of three bands (or regions), i.e., the “unacceptable” one, the
“tolerable” one, and the “broadly acceptable” region. So, through this section, some existing
and suggested RACs defining the boundaries between the three regions are illustrated.
It is worthwhile to note that for an activity to be considered tolerable, as far as safety is
concerned, no risk must be within the “unacceptable” area, and on the other hand, every
risk within the ALARP band must be confirmed to be “as low as reasonably practicable”.

The I-R RACs (including risk with reference to all), the S-R RACs, the C-B RACs, and
the environmental RACs should accordingly be taken into consideration.
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2.7.1. Individual (IR) RACs

Taking into consideration (i) the guidelines for developing quantitative RACs by CCPS
(2009) [31] and (ii) the works of Spouge et al. (2015), Skjong et al. (2005), Trbojevic (2005),
and Kirchhoff &Doberstein (2006) [33,46–50], we illustrate in Table 1 the specified terminol-
ogy for the characterization of the risk levels that are used in the literature and concerning
the individual RACs developed internationally. Thus, we will use this terminology in the
section of “results” in order to present a comparison of the I-R RACs adopted in all over
the world and according to the annual incidence of fatalities (i.e., the IRPA indicator).

Table 1. Characterization of the risk levels (and risk regions) used by the literature for the I-R RACs
developed internationally.

Characterization of the RiskLevel

Intolerable risklevel (unacceptable riskregion)
Maximum tolerable riskthreshold

ALARP/ALARA riskregion
Broadlyacceptable riskthreshold

Negligible-risk level (broadly-acceptable risk-region)

2.7.2. Societal (SR) RACs

The issue of societal risk has been found to be more difficult to address. Developing
and establishing S-R RACs is not so simple as for IR, and hence, the incidents’ (i) severity of
consequence and (ii) frequency of occurrence have to be taken into consideration. Nonethe-
less, one method for achieving this has been extensively used, such as the application
of “criterion-lines” in combination with F-N curves [31,46,51–55]. In Figure 6, we give a
picture of several maximum tolerable societal RACs for the public, established in various
countries based on the guidelines of CCPS (2009) [31].
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The slope of F-N criterion lines has been constituted an issue of argument, even
though most lines present a slope (S) between −1.0 and −2.0 (e.g., S ∼= −1.0 for the lines
“1”, “2”, “4”, and “6”; S ∼= −1.5 for the lines “5” and “7”; S ∼= −2 for the lines “3”, “8”,
and “9”, in Figure 6) on a double logarithmic chart. The inclination of the lines represents
the weighting in preference of avoiding serious accidents, where S = −1.0 denotes that
the RACs are proportional to the numeral (N) of deaths (or fatalities). In addition, the
inclination of S = −2.0 indicates a great aversion towards events with a large number
of deaths.

2.7.3. Environmental (ENV) RACs

Similar to I-R and S-R discussed earlier, the environmental (ENV) risk is divided
into three bands (or regions), i.e., “unacceptable” (“intolerable”), the “ALARP” band,
and the broadly acceptable region, and therefore, the RACs identify the borders between
these three areas. Consistent with NORSOK-standard Z-013 created for the Norwegian
offshore sector [51–56], environmental harm is determined as a direct (or indirect) de-
crease of one (or numerous) resources arising from an accidental leak (e.g., oil release or
additional contaminants), and four classes of environmental harms are recognized (i.e.,
minor/moderate/significant/serious). Besides, the classification of the environmental
harms is grounded on the recovery time, i.e., the time-duration that is essential for the
resources recovering to the prior condition, i.e., previously to the accidental spill. The
following clarifications are specified for the environmental damages, (i) the minor one
with a recovery time between 1.0 month and 1.0 yr, (ii) the moderate one that includes a
recovery time between 1.0 and 3.0 yrs, (iii) the significant one that includes a recovery time
between 3.0 and 10.0 yrs, and (iv) the serious one with a recovery time higher than 10.0 yrs.
Table 2 shows, as an example, the acceptable frequency limits for every environmental
class concerning the case of oil spills and in association with the “typical” recovery time of
each damage category. It should be noted that the RACs of this table express the acceptable
risk to the external environment as enforced from the various sources and/or activities.
Finally, through the acceptable limits of this table, an ALARP region could be specified by
the range from 10.0 to 100.0% of the limit, and consequently, the RACs could be depicted
as in Figure 7 [46].

2.7.4. Cost-Benefit RACs

As we have stated previously, the crucial parameter in C-B RACs is the VPF. It must be
emphasized that VPF refers to a slight variation in risk to numerous lives, corresponding
to a single statistical casualty. The VPF is applied as an input to the CBA, and it is
frequently very significant to the evaluation of safety measures. Furthermore, the VPF
can be determined by the usage of methods such as the following. (i) Human capital
approaches, whence the VPF estimation is achieved through the economic factor that is
lost in case of a fatality. (ii) Willingness to pay (WTP) approaches, where the amount of
money that the citizens in a society would pay to avoid a statistical fatality is estimated.
(iii) Life quality techniques, which are supported by the social indicators of life quality,
gross domestic product (GDP), etc. [33,57].

Table 3 shows the cost-benefit RACs concerning different industries (grounded on
the paper of Spouge et al., 2015) [33]. Several industries do not use the CBA, and on the
other hand, there are various countries (remarkably the UK) that have standardized VPFs
throughout all industries, while others diverge due to discrepancies in national income
and because of the differences in the established VPF techniques.
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Table 2. EnvironmentalRACsconcerning the case of oil spills, according to NORSOK standard Z-013 [56].

Environmental Damage
Category Typical Recovery (in years) Acceptable Frequency Limit Acceptable Annual

Probability Limit

Minor 0.5 <1 event per 10 yrs 0.1
Moderate 2.0 <1 event per 40 yrs 2.5 × 10−2

Significant 5.0 <1 event per 100 yrs 1.0 × 10−2

Serious 20.0 <1 event per 400 yrs 2.5 × 10−3
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Figure 7. Environmental RACs (grounded on the work of Skjong et al., 2005) [46].

Table 3. Cost-benefit RACs concerning different industries (grounded on the paper of Spouge et al.,
2015) [33].

Industry C-B RACs Used VPF ($m in yr 2012)

Airports (UK) Qualitative -
Road transport (EU) NPV, BCR 0.1 to 4.3
Road transport (UK) NPV, BCR 2.8
Road transport (USA) NPV 9.1
Road transport (Norway) NPV 4.5
Road tunnels (Austria and others) Qualitative -
Rail transport (UK) NPV 2.8
London Underground Qualitative -
Nuclear (UK) NPV 2.8
Onshore process (UK) Qualitative -
Onshore process (Netherlands) Qualitative -
Onshore process (France) Qualitative -
Offshore oil & gas CAF Various
Healthcare (USA) NPV 7.4
Healthcare (WHO/UK/Spain) Cost per QALY -

3. Methodology

The literature survey, regarding a period of 20 years (January 2000–December 2019),
was performed by selecting articles from important journals that afford significant in-
sights to scientists and safety managers, as far as the RACs are concerned. It is worth
mentioning that we applied a specific research methodology (SRM) that is compatible
with the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses)
protocol, which, on the other hand, is an evidence-based minimum set of items for re-
porting in systematic reviews and meta-analyses (see: http://prisma-statement.org/

http://prisma-statement.org/
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(accessed on 20 October 2021)). More specifically, our SRM is illustrated in Figure 8
and structured in three phases, with full compatibility with PRISMA-2020 flow diagram
(which depicts the flow of information through the different phases of new systematic
reviews). Thus, the SRM first phase, SRM second phase, and SRM third phase (of Figure 8)
correspond to PRISMA-2020_IDENTIFICATION, PRISMA-2020_SCREENING, PRISMA-
2020_INCLUSION stages, respectively.
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Figure 8. The flow chart of the utilized research methodology (compatible with PRISMA-2020 flow diagram for new
systematic reviews).

In Table 4, we show, in a three-stage conformation (compatible with PRISMA-2020 pro-
tocol), the utilized search-query string (column a), the features of the search process
(column b), and the total quantity according to the features of the resulted documents
(columns c, d) concerning RACs in OHS. Moreover, we have specified the inclusion and
exclusion criteria for the review and how studies were grouped for the syntheses.
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Table 4. Illustration of the SRM process. (a) Search-query string, (b) features of the search process, (c) the total quantity of
documents, and (d) features of the resulted documents, as far as the RACs are concerned (in accordance with PRISMA-
2020 protocol).

SearchProcess Results

SR
M

-Phases

Search-Query String
(a)

Features of the Search Process
(Eligibility Criteria)

(b)

Quantity of
Documents

(c)

Features of the Resulted
Documents

(Eligibility Criteria)
(d)

First

IDENTIFICATION
Initial searching:

ALL(“Risk Acceptance Criteria”) AND
PUBYEAR>1999ANDPUBYEAR<2020

• Search fields: All (Article
title, Keywords, Abstract,
Source title, References,
Conference)

• Date range of publishing:
January 2000–December
2019

• Document type: All (i.e.,
Article, Review, Book,
Book Chapter, Conference
paper, Conference Review,
Letter, Editorial, Note,
Short Survey, Business
Article, Erratum, Data
Paper, Abstract Report)

• Access type: All (i.e.,
Open Access, Other)

• Source Type: Journals,
Book Series, Conference
Proceedings, Trade
Publications, Books

• Languages: All

739

• Keywords: Risk
Assessment; Risk
Management; Risk
Acceptance Criteria; Risk
Analysis; Decision Making;
Safety Engineering, Risk
Perception; Reliability;
Accident Preventions;
Accidents

• Subject Area: Engineering,
Environmental Science,
Energy, Social Sciences,
Chemical Engineering,
Medicine, Materials
Science, Business
Management and
Accounting, Computer
Science, Material Science,
Earth and Planetary
Sciences, Mathematics,
Agriculture and Biological
Sciences, Physics and
Astronomy, Decision
Sciences, Chemistry,
Biochemistry, Health
Professions, Pharmacology

Second

SCREENING
Limit to:

ALL(“Risk Acceptance Crite-
ria”)ANDPUBYEAR>1999ANDPUB-

YEAR<2020AND(LIMIT-
TO(DOCTYPE,“ar”))AND(LIMIT-
TO(SUBJAREA,“ENGI”)ORLIMIT-

TO(SUBJAREA, “ENVI”)ORLIMIT-TO
(SUBJAREA, “ENER”)ORLIMIT-TO
(SUBJAREA, “CENG”)ORLIMIT-TO
(SUBJAREA, “MEDI”)ORLIMIT-TO
(SUBJAREA, “AGRI”)ORLIMIT-TO

(SUBJAREA,
“CHEM”))AND(LIMIT-TO
(EXACTKEYWORD, “Risk

Assessment”)ORLIMIT-
TO(EXACTKEYWORD, “Risk
Management”)ORLIMIT-TO

(EXACTKEYWORD, “Risk Acceptance
Criteria”)ORLIMIT-

TO(EXACTKEYWORD, “Risk
Analysis”)ORLIMIT-

TO(EXACTKEYWORD, “Safety
Engineering”)ORLIMIT-TO

(EXACTKEYWORD, “Accident
Prevention”))AND(LIMIT-

TO(LANGUAGE,
“English”))AND(LIMIT-TO(SRCTYPE,

“j”))

• Search fields: All (Article
title, Keywords, Abstract,
Source title, References,
Conference)

• Date range of publishing:
January 2000–December
2019

• Document type: Article,
Review

• Access type: All (i.e.,
Open Access, Other)

• Source Type: Journals
• Languages: English

237

• Keywords: Risk
Assessment; Risk
Management; Risk
Acceptance Criteria; Risk
Analysis; Safety
Engineering; Accident
Preventions

• Subject Area: Engineering,
Environmental Science,
Energy, Chemical
Engineering, Medicine,
Agriculture and Biological
Sciences, Chemistry
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Table 4. Cont.

SearchProcess Results

SR
M

-Phases

Search-Query String
(a)

Features of the Search Process
(Eligibility Criteria)

(b)

Quantity of
Documents

(c)

Features of the Resulted
Documents

(Eligibility Criteria)
(d)

Third

INCLUSION

• Article’s title (column A)
• Authors (column B)
• Year of Publication (column C)
• Acceptance Date (column D)
• Descriptive features of RACs

(column E)
• Categorization of RACs

(quantitative, qualitative, hybrid)
[column F]

• Kind of the methodology of
approaching RACs (algorithm,
statistical, theoretical, software,
graphical) [column G]

• Type of RAC (I-R, S-R, C-B, ENV,
Other) [column H]

• RAA-Technique’s Name (that
incorporates RACs) (column I)

• Type of RAA Technique (column J)
• Type of article’s data/material

(column K)
• Field of RACs application (column

L)
• Source/Journal (column M)
• Publisher (column N)
• References’ List Nr (column O)

• Search fields: All (Article
title, Keywords, Abstract,
Source title, References,
Conference)

• Date range of publishing:
January 2000–December
2019

• Document type: Article,
Review

• Access type: All (i.e.,
Open Access, Other)

• Source Type: Journals
• Languages: English

110

• Keywords: Risk
Assessment; Risk
Management; Risk
Acceptance Criteria; Risk
Analysis; Safety
Engineering; Accident
Preventions

• Subject Area: Engineering,
Environmental Science,
Energy, Chemical
Engineering, Medicine,
Agriculture and Biological
Sciences, Chemistry

In the first phase, initially we collected 739 relevant papers from the considerable
database of Scopus, with suitable search hints presented in column ‘a’ by conducting an
extensive investigation in a variety of fields (such as the “article title”, “keywords”, “abstract”,
“source title”, “references,” and “conference”), through various document types (i.e., article,
business article, conference paper, data paper, review, conference review, book, editorial, book-chapter,
letter, note, short survey, erratum, and abstract report), and source types (e.g., journals, book
series, conference proceedings, trade publications, and books) covering miscellaneous areas (such
as Engineering, Environmental Science, Energy, Social Sciences, Chemical Engineering, Medicine,
Materials Science, Business Management and Accounting, Computer Science, Material Science,
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Mathematics, Agriculture and Biological Sciences, Physics and
Astronomy, Decision Sciences, Chemistry, Biochemistry, Health Professions, and Pharmacology)
and also focusing on the subjects of “Risk Assessment”, “Risk Management”, “Risk Anal-
ysis”, “Decision Making”, “Safety Engineering”, “Risk Perception”, “Reliability”, “Accident
Preventions”, and “Accidents” (columns b, d).

In the second phase, we limited the resulting documents to 237 relevant papers,
with the search hints presented in column ‘a’ using the search-fields of “Article title”,
“Keywords”, “Abstract”, “Source title”, “References”, and “Conference”, through the document
types “Article” and “Review”, according to the source type of “journals”, covering the areas
of “Engineering”, “Environmental Science”, “Energy”, “Chemical Engineering”, “Medicine”,

“Agriculture and Biological Sciences”, “Chemistry”, and the subjects of “Risk Assessment”, “Risk
Management”, “Risk Analysis”, “Safety Engineering”, and “Accident Preventions” (columns
b, d).

Finally, in the third phase, we elaborated, analyzed, and classified the papers found in
the previous step in terms of various types of RACs (i.e., SR, IR, CB, ENV, and other) in
OHS, and the outcomes were recorded in a table (in supplementary material #A) with the
subsequent dimensions:

• Article title (column A);
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• Authors (column B);
• Year of publication (column C);
• Acceptance date (column D);
• Descriptive features of RACs (column E);
• Categorization of RACs (quantitative, qualitative, hybrid) (column F);
• Type of methodology of approaching RACs (algorithm, statistical, theoretical, software,

graphical) (column G);
• Type of RAC (IR, SR, CB, ENV, Other) (column H);
• RAA-technique name (that incorporates RACs) (column I);
• Type of RAA technique (column J);
• Type of article data/material (column K);
• Field of RACs application (column L);
• Source/journal (column M);
• Publisher (column N);
• Reference list Nr (column O).

As far as the SRM methodology is concerned (and in accordance with PRISMA proto-
col), it is worth noting the following:

(a) Two reviewers (i.e., the corresponding author (author1) and his co-author (author2)),
who worked first independently and later on collaboratively:

• participated in the selection process, in order (i) to filter and screen every record
and each report retrieved and (ii) to decide whether a study met the inclusion
criteria of the review;

• participated in the data collection process in order to obtain and confirm data
from study investigators;

• assessed and reported the risk of bias in the included studies by perusing each
study typically in a thorough and careful way and applied the analytical tools of
Scopus to visualize/compare/export data (and missing results) for evaluating
research output and trends.

(b) We specify (by appropriate graphs) for the outcomes (depicted in the table of the
Supplementary Material) the effect measures (e.g., percentages, trend, prediction, and
distribution) used in the synthesis of results.

(c) We describe, in our SRM approach, the process to decide what studies were eligible
(e.g., by tabulating the outcomes).

(d) For all outcomes, we present, for each study a summary of statistics for each group, a
summary of features, and an effect estimate and its precision using a structured table
and plots.

(e) We describe a stochastic (probabilistic) method for assessing certainty in the body of
evidence for the outcomes and the assessment results.

(f) We cite each included study and present its characteristics in the Supplementary
Material and in the references’ list.

(g) We discuss the limitations in the study regarding the review process used and the
evidence included in the review.

(h) There were not any competing interests of review authors.
(i) The data used for the analysis, and for the graphs, and any material used in the review

are available to any one who will ask for them.

4. Results

The elaboration, analysis, and classification of the papers found in the third phase, in
terms of the RAC type (i.e., SR, IR, CB, ENV, and other), revealed only a few publications
relating to OHS RACs and regarding many different areas (or fields) of application (such
as industry, transportations constructions, chemistry, engineering, etc.). In particular, the
examination of the literature through the period of 20 years (January 2000–December 2019)
disclosed S = 110 technical papers associated with OHS RACs, which are recorded in
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Table S1 of Supplementary Material #A. These documents, address methodologies, tech-
niques, concepts, and mathematical and software tools have been generated, implemented,
and applied in several fields as design and development, construction and maintenance,
and production and quality control in association with OHS workplaces and/or OHSMS.

In Figure 9, we present the annual alteration of the publications’ quantity relating to
OHS RACs, throughout the period of January 2000–December 2019 (panel ‘a’) and in panel
‘b’ the distribution of the corresponding articles according to the year of publication.
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Figure 9. (a) The graph shows the alteration of the number of publications relating to OHS RACs throughout the period of
years 2000–2019. (b) Distribution of the articles concerning OHS RACs according to the year of publication.

The blue curve in panel ‘a’ unveils the presence of a long-term tendency with growing
inclination, the period of the years 2000–2019. In addition, the fitting of this curve was given
as an outcome of the illustrated exponential dashed-line (i.e., the red-colored one) with
the equation of ln(Y) = 0.11835X− 236.38164 . Thus, day after day, there is a significant
increase of the scientific interest of the RACs in OHS, which is additionally confirmed by
the pie-chart. For example, the percentage of the articles changed from ~1% in yr 2000 to
~10% in yr 2010 and ~15% in yr 2018 to ~14% in 2019.

In Table S2 (Supplementary Material #B), of the supplementary data involved in this
study (online), we depict among others, (1) the calculated (by the utilization of the accep-
tance dates of the articles, presented in column ‘D’ of Table S1 (Supplementary Material
#A) number of days (Ndop) or time intervals (in days) between successive publications with
reference to OHSRACs (column (ii)), (2) the corresponding time (t) in days (column (iii)),
and (3) the cumulative number of publications (Ncnp) (column iv) all through the period of
years 2000–2019.

Moreover, in Figure 10, the diagram displays the cumulative number of published
articles with regard to OHS RACs (Ncnp) against time, all through the period of 2000–2019.
It is evident that this curve (the black one) presents an exponential behavior, as it is also
confirmed by fitting with an exponential line (the dashed redline). More particularly, the
fit results are the following: (1) fit equation ln(Y)= 0.000525 × X + 1.056, (2) alternate
equation Y = exp(0.000525 × X) × 2.876, (3) number of data points used: 109, (4) average
X = 5071.66, (5) average ln(Y) = 3.721, (6) residual sum of squares: 3.3, (7) regression sum
of squares: 90.499, (8) coefficient of determination, R-squared: 0.965, and (9) residual
mean-square: 0.031.
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where the parameter λ = 110/7229 (i.e., S=110: the number of the OHSRACs publications, 

Ndop = 7229: the total number of days regarding the period January 2000–December 2019) 

is the process rate (i.e., publications per day). This deduction is interesting and a consid-
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It is worth noting that, according to theory (i.e., the number of events N(t) in a “count-
ing” stochastic process {N(t), t≥ 0} constitutes a Poisson process if the times Ui between two
successive events, follow an exponential distribution) and the work of Jarrett (1979) [58],
the feature of exponentially-distributed intervals between successive publications (Ndop)
would imply a Poisson process for the number of publications (Ncnp) by the relation of:

P
{

Ncnp = k} = e−λt (λt)k

k!
, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . (14)

where the parameter λ = 110/7229 (i.e., S = 110: the number of the OHSRACs publications,
Ndop = 7229: the total number of days regarding the period January 2000–December 2019) is
the process rate (i.e., publications per day). This deduction is interesting and a considerable
finding because we could make some predictions (under the Poisson model) as far as the
increase of the published articles, and the evolution of the scientific interest of OHSRACs,
are concerned.

Above and beyond, the graphs in Figure 11 illustrate the distribution of RAC articles
published during the period of January 2000–December 2019 in association with (i) OHS
and the rest subjects (chart ‘a’), (ii) journal access-type (open, or not; in chart ‘b’), (iii) journal
publisher (chart ‘c’), (iv) the source or journal title (chart ‘d’), (v) various subjects areas,
which are considerable in OHS such as engineering, medicine, environmental sciences, etc.
(chart ‘e’), and (vi) the country/territory in international level (chart ‘f’).

Therefore, the RAC papers with reference to OHS present a noteworthy percentage
(15%) in comparison with the other fields totally aggregated, and this outcome proves that
the issue of RACs is vital in the field of OHS. The “open-access” journals represent a small
percentage (4.55%) in the distribution of RAC papers, whereas there are Elsevier (with
65.45%), Springer (with 8.18%), Taylor and Francis (with 6.36%), Wiley (with 5.45%) and
MDPI (with 4.55%), and on the other hand, “Reliability Engineering and System Safety“
(with 17.3%) and “Safety Science” (with 13.6%) are the dominant publishers and journals,
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respectively, as far as the OHS RAC is concerned. Moreover, the most important subject
areas, in view of OHS, and with reference to RACs are the ones of “engineering” (36%) and
“environmental science” (12%).

Besides, the RACs distribution in association with territory shows Norway (with
13.8%), China (with 12.5%), and USA (with 8.4%) concentrate the higher percentages. One
explanation for the topmost Norwegian percentage in the RAC-paper distribution is that,
according to the work of Skjong et al. (2005) [46] and its references, this country presents
the greatest ICAF (implied cost of averting a fatality), which is the optimum amount
of spending money to avoid a fatality. In particular, the calculated (by the utilization of
societal indicators and the LQI life quality index) ICAFs in different countries were found to
be US$ 3.5 × 106 for Norway, US$ 3 × 106 for USA, and US$ 2.2 × 106 for UK and Canada,
taking into account that the average value over all OECD (Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development) countries was US$ 2.65 × 106. Another explanation is the
fact that Norway is very much involved in the offshore industry, which was one of the
first (along with the nuclear industry) industries to implement RACs for the purpose of
management of risks associated with technical facilities and installations.

In Figure 12, the pie charts exhibit the distribution of OHSRAC documents, published
for the period of yrs 2000–2019, in association with the (a) category of RACs (as hybrid,
qualitative, and quantitative), (b) type of RAC (IR, SR, CB, and ENV RACs), (c) type of
methodology of approaching RACs (as algorithmic, case study, graphical, statistical, and
theoretical), and (d) field of RAC application (chemical sector, constructions, engineering,
industry, and transportations).

We note that the term “subject area” (in the graph of Figure 11e) is used by the
Scopus information system for the filtration process applied in a searching procedure by a
scientist. Therefore, Scopus uses numerous subject areas (such as the subsequent Medicine,
Engineering, Energy, Environmental Science, Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology,
Social Sciences, Mathematics, Chemistry, Business, Management and Accounting, Arts and
Humanities, Economics, Econometrics and Finance, etc.), in order to help a researcher to
find the appropriate articles. Besides, in this article (in the graph of Figure 12d) we use
the characterization “field of application” because we concentrate on specific significant
OHS fields (as far as the occupational risk is concerned). We have the opinion that this
categorization is more suitable for the OHS RACs. The reader can also see column “L”
of Table S1 (of Supplementary Material #A) with the search results using this type of
categorization.
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Figure 11. The graphs display the distribution of RAC articles published during the period of January 2000–December
2019 in association with (a) OHS and the other subjects, (b) journal access type (“open” or “not”), (c) journal publisher,
(d) the source or journal title, (e) various OHS subject areas, and (f) the country/territory at the international level.

Additionally, as far as the pie chart of Figure 12c is concerned, we clarify the following
about the ways of generating RACs, as presented in the scientific literature; (i) the term
“theoretical” characterizes any method that develops a consistent theoretical framework
(e.g., with a mathematical background) to generate RACs, (ii) the expression “algorithmic”
refers to the ones that involve a reliable algorithmic framework (e.g., with flow charts)
in order to derive RACs, (iii) the designation “graphical” pertains to the methods that
produce specific graphs to determine the different risk areas (e.g., acceptable, ALARP, etc.)
that are essential for the RACs (as in Figures 2, 3, 6 and 7), (iv) the appellation “statistical”
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illustrates any method that, among other issues, incorporates a statistical analysis of OHS
accident data to define the risk regions necessary for the RACs (such as the article referred
to in Figure 5), and (v) the category “case study” includes the techniques that yield RACs,
which relied on the study of various OHS systems (such as the one of an energy-production
industry in Figure 5).
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Figure 12. Thepiecharts display the distribution of OHSRAC articles published during the period of 2000–2019 in association
with the (a) category of RACs, (b) type of RACs, (c) type of the methodology of approaching RACs, and (d) field of
RAC application.

Hence, the main categories regarding OHSRACs are the “quantitative” (with 74%)
and “qualitative” (with 25%) ones, and on the other side, the primary types of them are the
RACs of “SR” (40%), “IR” (27%), “CB” (21%), and “ENV“(5%).

Besides, the most significant fields of OHSRACs application are the ones of “industry”
(with 45%), “engineering” (with 13%), “transportations” (with 12%), and “constructions”
(with 11%). In fact, one explanation for the topmost percentage of industry is that the
industrial sector develops and applies more RAA techniques (which require the utilization
of risk criteria) [1], while an industrial enterprise undergoes more hazardous working
conditions in relation to other companies (mainly due to the presence of heavy machines
in the production) [1,5,21].

It is worth mentioning that the prevailing types of methodologies of approaching
RACs, which have been used by the scientific literature, are “theoretical” (with 74%) and
“case study” (with 15%).
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Figure 13, with the ring charts, illustrates the distribution of OHSRAC articles pub-
lished during the period of 2000–2019 in association with the (a) type of RAA techniques,
(b) specific prevalent RAA techniques, and (c) type of document data or material, respec-
tively. It is evident that the main types of the RAA techniques that incorporate OHSRACs
are “quantitative” (with 68.8%) and “qualitative” (with 29.7%), while the more frequent
RAA techniques are “QRA” (20%), “ALARP” (9%), “FSA” (75%), and “Bayesian Networks”
(5%). Furthermore, the distribution of OHSRAC articles in association with the type of
document material shown in chart ‘c’ that the “theoretical foundations” (with 75%) and
“case study” (with 16%) are the dominant types of material that have been used by the
various journals.
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Figure 13. Theringcharts illustrate the distribution of OHSRAC articles published during the period of 2000–2019 in
association with the (a) type of RAA techniques, (b) specific prevalent RAA techniques, and (c) type of document data
or material.

In general, Figures 9–13 contribute significantly (with their statistical results)to answer
(and/or elucidate) a number of significant questions (SQ) or issues associated with RACs,
i.e., the SQ #1–SQ #10 that are designated in the last section of this study.

Taking into consideration the accomplished literature survey, and more specifically
(i) the guidelines for developing quantitative RACs by CCPS (2009) [31] and (ii) the works
of Spouge et al. (2015), Skjong et al. (2005), Trbojevic (2005), and Kirchhoff and Doberstein
(2006) [33,46–55], we show in Figure 14 a comparison of the individual RACs adopted
all over the world, such as in the Netherlands, UK, Hong Kong, W. Australia, China,
Venezuela, Czech Republic, Hungary, Singapore, Canada, Malaysia and Brazil (Sao Paolo
State, Rio Grande do Sul State). No national requirements exist for the conduct of QRA
in Finland, Austria, and Spain. The German approach to major hazard risk is to prohibit
risk beyond the facility boundary. The French approach to major hazard risk has been
deterministic, i.e., consequence based. Norway has required QRA for the offshore industry
since 1990, but requires the company to propose the RACs to be used, while Switzerland
has not developed an individual RAC. However, there are recommendations on thresholds
for individual risks to persons in different standards and guidelines (for example, the
limitation of 10–5/year in context of assessment of existing structures, according to SIA-269
(2011)) [59].
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5. Discussion

The implementation of RAA methods in decision making processes demands that
risk-based decision criteria be developed. Without doubt, RACs may be determined to
limit (or degrade) the risk of serious accidents and help the development of risk-decrease
measures (such as enhanced engineer protections, improved construction’ protection, etc.).
A momentous accident at an industrial establishment can cause several (and/or) multiple
other fatalities and dangerously threaten the company’s future operation.

Thus, RACs can help the risk managers to recognize where risk-reduction measures
must be targeted to degrade the individual and/or societal risk to a level that is safe for
the company. It is worthwhile noting that whatever RACs are selected, they must be
practicable and workable, meaning that, if they are too strict or too relaxed, they will lose
their helpfulness [28]. Accordingly, decisions about the acceptability and appropriateness
of the calculated risk normally incorporate the establishment and utilization of RACs as a
tool to make easy the process of decision-making [50].

The intention of this study is to present, throughout a literature examination covering
the years 2000–2019, the situation of the development and utilization of RACs in the
occupational health and safety (OHS) risk analysis and assessment (RAA) approaches.

It is worth noting that we used specific research methodology (SRM) that is compatible
with the PRISMA protocol (according to the works of Moher et al. (2009) and Page et al.
(2021)) [60,61], which, at the same time, is an evidence-based minimum set of items for
reporting in systematic reviews and meta-analyses. Moreover, the PRISMA process was
designed to help systematic reviewers transparently report why the review was done, what
the authors did, and what they found. In particular, our SRM is structured in three phases,
with full compatibility with the PRISMA-2020 flow diagram, which expresses the flow of
information through the different phases of new systematic reviews. Therefore, we present
the results of the application of the PRISMA_2020 Checklist on our SRM approach.
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The work consists of two components, i.e., the exploration of the methods for devel-
oping OHSRACs and the classification and analysis of relative scientific publications by
reviewing the Scopus data base, in the course of yrs 2000–2019. Additionally, we have tried
to answer (and/or elucidate) a number of significant questions (SQ) (and/or issues) that
emerged through the review and are associated with RACs, such as the following:

• SQ#1: What about the evolution of the scientific interest about the RACs in OHS?
Does this interest increase or decrease day after day?

• SQ#2: Could we make some kind of prediction as far as the evolution of the scientific
interest of OHSRACs is concerned?

• SQ#3: Which are the dominant publishers and the prevalent journals as far as the
OHS RACs are concerned?

• SQ#4: Which country concentrates the highest percentage of RAC papers, and which
is a plausible or justifiable reason for this?

• SQ#5: How important are the RACs with reference to the field of OHS in comparison
with the other fields?

• SQ#6: Which “subject areas”, according to Scopus’ categorization and in view of OHS,
aggregate the higher percentages of RACs papers?

• SQ#7: Which are the more significant fields for the development/application of
OHSRACs according to the concentration percentage of OHSRAC articles?

• SQ#8: Which are the main categories of OHSRACs on the one hand, and the OHS-
RACs’ primary types, on the other side, that the scientific literature is focused on?

• SQ#9: Which are the prevailing kinds of methodologies of approaching RACs that are
used by the scientific literature?

• SQ#10: Which are the main types of the RAA techniques on the one side, and the
more frequent RAA techniques on the other side, that incorporate OHSRACs?

The review has designated 110 RAC papers with reference to OHS, in the course of
the years 2000–2019, and the main conclusions that constitute the accurate answers (ANS)
to the above issues (SQ#1–SQ#10) are the subsequent:

• ANS#1: There is a significant increase of scientific interest of the RACs in OHS, day
after day (Figure 9).

• ANS#2: The deduction that the number of publications with reference to OHSRACs
follows the Poisson distribution is a remarkable finding, and it would help the scien-
tists to make some kind of predictions as far as the increase of the published articles
and the evolution of the scientific interest of OHSRACs are concerned (Figure 10).

• ANS#3: Elsevier, Springer, Taylor and Francis, Wiley, and MDPI are the dominant
publishers, and “Reliability Engineering and System Safety“ and “Safety Science” are
the prevalent journals, as far as the OHS RACs is concerned (Figure 11).

• ANS#4: The RAC distribution in association with territory shows that Norway (with
13.8%), China (with 12.5%), and USA (with 8.4%) concentrate the higher percentages.
One explanation for the topmost Norwegian percentage in the RAC paper distribution
is that this country presents the greatest ICAF (implied cost of averting a fatality),
which is the optimum amount of money to be spent to avoid a fatality (Figure 11).

• ANS#5: The RAC papers with reference to OHS present a noteworthy percentage
(15%) in comparison to the other fields totally aggregated, and this outcome proves
that the issue of RACs is fundamental in the field of OHS (Figure 11).

• ANS#6: The most significant “subject areas” (according to Scopus’ categorization and
in view of OHS) that aggregate the higher percentages of OHS RACs papers are the
ones of “engineering” (36%) and “environmental science” (12%) (Figure 11).

• ANS#7: The more significant fields for the OHSRAC development and application
are “industry” (with 45%), “engineering” (with 13%), “transportations” (with 12%),
and “constructions” (with 11%) (Figure 12).

• ANS#8: The main categories regarding OHS RACs are “quantitative” (74%) and
“qualitative” (25%), and the primary types of these are “S-R RAC” (40%), “I-R RAC”
(27%), “C-B RAC” (21%), and “ENV RAC“ (5%) (Figure 12).
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• ANS#9: The prevailing types of methodologies of approaching RACs that are used
by the scientific literature are “theoretical” (with 74%) and “case study” (with 15%)
(Figure 12).

• ANS#10: The main types of the RAA techniques that incorporate OHSRACs are “quan-
titative” (with 68.8%) and “qualitative” (with 29.7%), while the more frequent RAA
techniques are “QRA” (20%), “ALARP” (9%), “FSA” (75), and “Bayesian Networks”
(5%) (Figure 13).

Regrettably, there are no distinct “one-size-fits-all” RAC for individual (IR) and societal
(SR) risks in use by risk managers, regulators, and operators in the foremost hazardous
enterprises world-wide, and as a matter of fact, the modification in regulatory criteria is
mainly wide [28] (Risktec, 2007).

An alternate method to decide whether a system is tolerable (or not), could be im-
plemented by the utilization of empirically generated criteria by way of the company’s
good practice [5]. Subsequently, the empirical approach plays a significant role in the
formation of new OHSRACs. Hence, in Figure 15, taking into consideration the empiri-
cal approach and the knowledge and results of our literature reviewing, we display the
flow diagram of a proposed guideline framework regarding the establishment of new
OHSRACs, which could be utilized and incorporated in RAA processes applied in the
occupational workplaces.
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Figure 15. A flow diagram that illustrates the subphases of the formation of new OHSRACs.

In particular, the suggested RAC-formulation includes the following subphases:

(i) Determination of the field of RAC application, such as industry, constructions, etc.
(as in Table S1, Supplementary Material #A);

(ii) Determination of the specific RAA technique utilized for accomplishing the required
occupational risk analysis and assessment in a specific workplace (e.g., quantitative,
qualitative, QRA, FSA, FTA, etc.) (as in Table S1, Supplementary Material #A);

(iii) Determination of the precise features of the RAC, such as “class” (quantitative, quali-
tative, and hybrid) (Section 2.5, Table S1, Supplementary Material #A) and “type” (IR,
SR, CB, ENV, and Risk Matrix) (as in Section 2.5);

(iv) Determination of the applied principles of RACs (as in Section 2.6);
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(v) Application of the specific RAA technique by the usage of historical and/or statistical
accident data;

(vi) Selection of the appropriate risk metrics (as in Section 2.3);
(vii) Decision about the specific RAC utilized by the company (societal/individual) (as in

Section 2.7)’
(viii) RACs adjustment and adaptation on the specific company, in view of the established

RACs internationally (Sections 2.7.1–2.7.4) and the company’s safety culture;
(ix) RACs revalidation.

It is significant to emphasize that this study was produced by using only one scientific
database, i.e., the one of Scopus, due to the huge number of articles we had to elaborate on.
Of course, this is a limitation of our literature survey. It is worth noting that Scopus is one
of the two giant bibliographic/commercial databases that cover academic literature from
nearly any scientific field. In addition, when investigating for research papers, Scopus also
provides academic journal rankings. However, for future research, there are numerous
other documents (with open or restricted access) from other indexing databases, such as
Web of Science (WoS), Google Scholar, Science Direct, Academia, INSPEC, Directory of
Open Access Journals (DOAJ), IEEE Xplore, JSTOR, ERIC, PubMed, etc., that could be used
to extend the results of this survey.

Some other limitations for the results of the current review are associated with the
fact that our investigation, through the Scopus database, was confined only on (a) articles
and reviews, and not on other (internationally published) document types (e.g., conference
papers, book chapters, notes, conference reviews, books, scientific letters, etc.); (b) pub-
lished articles, and not on articles in press; (c) documents written in English, and not in
other broadly spoken languages (i.e., Spanish, French, Chinese, German, Russian, etc.).

6. Conclusions

The more prominent deductions from the current study are the subsequent:

- It has been deduced that, day by day, there is a growing trend in the scientific commu-
nity to evolve and apply RACs in the field of OSH.

- The quantity of published articles regarding OHSRACs seems to follow the
Poisson distribution.

- The foremost kinds of RACs are the “S-R RAC”, “I-R RAC”, “C-B RAC”, and the
“ENV RAC”.

- The most noteworthy field for the OHSRAC application is “industry”.
- As a general conclusion, from our literature survey concerning OHSRACs used

in a range of enterprises and workplaces, every application varies in view of the
types of the utilized RACs, the PRACs for their implementation, and the explicit
levels adopted.

- The novelty of this article is fulfilled through the fact that a systematic review (survey)
of the scientific literature about RACs associated with OHSRAA methodologies, is
achieved for the first time.
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Nomenclature
“Aggregate Risk Index” ARI
“As-Low-As-Reasonable-Practicable” ALARP
“As-Low-as-Reasonably-Achievable” ALARA
“Average individual risk” AIR
“Average rate of death” ROD
“Center for Chemical Process Safety” CCPS
“Chemical Process Quantitative Risk Analysis” CPQRA
“Cost-Benefit Analysis” CBA
“Cost-benefit RACs” C-B RACs
“Decision-Matrix Risk-Assessment” DMRA
“Deep excavation safety risk” DESR
“Environmental RACs” ENV-RAC
“Equivalent Social Cost Index” ESC
“Event Tree Analysis” ETA
“Fatal Accident Rate” FAR
“Fault Tree Analysis” FTA
“Frequency-Number Curve” F-N Curve
“Formal Safety Assessment” FSA
“Hazard and Operability” HAZOP
“Individual risk contours” IRC
“Individual Risk Per Annum” IRPA
“Individual-Risk form RACs” I-R RACs
“Intolerable Line” IL
“Maximum individual risk” MIR
“Negligible Line” NL
“Occupational Health andSafety Management System” OHSMS
“Occupational Health andSafety Risk Assessment” OHSRA
“Potential Loss of Life” PLL
“Principles for Risk Acceptance Criteria” PRAC
“Probabilistic Risk Assessment” PRA
“Qualitative RACs” Q-RACs
“Quantitative Risk Assessment” QRA
“Risk Acceptance Criteria” RAC
“Risk Analysis and Assessment” RAA
“Risk Control Option” RCO
“Risk Integral” RI
“Risk-Matrix form of RACs” R-M RACs
“Risk Management” RM
“Safety Level Approach” SLA
“Societal-Risk form RACs” S-R RAC
“Specific Research-Methodology” SRM
“Supplementary Material” SM
“Health and Safety Executive” HSE
“Occupational Health-Safety” OHS
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